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Our unique system will boost your ability to address individual needs and enhance the 
learning of each student at your school. Mighty Minds has thoroughly analysed the National 
Curriculum for Literacy and Numeracy from Year 6 to Year 10 inclusive. Under our NAP Mate® 
trademark we have clearly identified not only the 36 fundamental skills included in the 
National Curriculum, but the actual Focus Elements (teaching elements) that are incorporated 
in each of these skills. All other systems have considerable gaps in their approaches as they 
have not comprehensively evaluated the skills that need to be taught.

Each year students learn various literacy and numeracy skills. How do you know if every skill is 
being taught? Where is your list of skills (Focus Elements)? How do you track the progress of 
each student to successfully complete these Focus Elements? Does the current system you are 
using indicate individual improvement and the effectiveness of the classroom teaching?

Create Your Own Test (CYOT)

Aust
ralian National Curriculum

M
ig

ht
y 

M
in

ds  –  Create Your Ow
n Test

–  Focus Elements  –

NAPLAN

Test varies
each year

As the diagram above indicates, any single year of NAPLAN Testing only measures a relatively 
small part of the skills (Focus Elements) required to be covered within the National 

Curriculum. Mighty Minds’ unique classification of the skills that are to be taught during each 
year level ensures that the individual needs of each student can be more thoroughly and 

accurately addressed and tracked.

To appreciate the complexity of our analysis of the National Curriculum 
and subsequent mapping to  Fundamental Skills and Focus Elements visit:

www.mightyminds.com.au/F
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1. Individual teachers or head of departments can select the main Focus Elements that are 
going to be taught in the next unit of work.

2. Teachers can select the individual test items to be used to measure a student’s prior 
knowledge of each Focus Element.

3. Students complete the online test of their selected Focus Elements. As the Mighty Minds 
system is cloud-based, students can complete the test in class or at home using a range of 
devices.

4. Students receive instant feedback. They are provided with a comprehensive explanation of 
each item they answered incorrectly plus the associated theory explanation and a 
personalised revision sheet.

5. Teachers are provided with a detailed analysis of individual/class/cohort performances.

6. Teachers can receive further support by accessing our:

1. NAP Mate® Fundamental Skills Compendium*
2. Elements of Creative Learning (student workbook)
3. Smart Solutions to Problem Solving (student workbook)
4. More than 600 individual one-hour lessons**
5. Persuasive/Narrative Writing Unit
6. Higher Order Problem Solving Unit
7. Critical and Creative Thinking Unit
8. Personalised Learning Program for students

H O W  D O E S  I T  W O R K ?

7. At the end of the unit, each student completes the same test again to measure their 
individual improvement and teaching effectiveness.

8. All testing – whether it be short-cycle testing, past NAPLAN, Mighty Minds National 
Curriculum Testing, Pat R, Pat M, etc  – can be analysed so that the Focus Elements included 
within each test can be recorded. This enables a comprehensive tracking of all Focus 
Elements for each individual student over as many years as is necessary.

*Mighty Minds has 
careated the NAP 

Mate® Fundamental 
Skills Compendium 

which consists of 
individual cards that 
target the individual 
needs of students.

**Mighty Minds has over 
600 one-hour lessons in 

the Year 6 to Year 10 
range that are designed 

to address these 
Fundamental and 

Higher Order Thinking 
Skills.

Ensures all Focus Elements are being taught.

M I G H T Y  M I N D S  H A S  D E V E L O P E D  A  U N I Q U E  S Y S T E M  T H A T :

1

Does not require your program to be altered in any way.2

Measures individual improvement and teaching effectiveness.3

Assists teachers by identifying the individual strengths and weaknesses 
of students over their entire secondary school experience.

4

www.mightyminds.com.au/in-focus www.mightyminds.com.au/lesson-samples
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Higher Order

Thinking Skills

Analysing, synthesising 

and evaluating reasoning 

and procedures 

Critical

Thinking

Analysing, synthesising 

and evaluating reasoning 

and procedures 

Critical

Thinking

Generating ideas, 

possibilities and actions 

Creative

Thinking

Generating ideas, 

possibilities and actions 

Creative

Thinking
Reflecting on 

thinking processes

Effective

Learning

Reflecting on 

thinking processes

Effective

Learning

Problem Solving 

Strategies

Inquiring - Identifying, 

exploring and organising 

information & ideas 

Problem Solving 

Strategies

Inquiring - Identifying, 

exploring and organising 

information & ideas 

Critical

Thinking

• Recalling

• Locating

• Recognising

• Retrieving

KNOWLEDGE

• Comprehension

• Constructing Support

• Classifying/Categories

UNDERSTANDING

• Skill/Concept

• Apply
• Deductive Reasoning

• Inductive Reasoning

• Investigation

• Experimental Inquiry

• Strategic Thinking

APPLICATION

• Analysing Perspectives

• Comparing

• Synthesis

ANALYSIS

• Decision Making

• Evaluate and Appraise

• Analysing Errors

EVALUATION

Creative

Thinking

• Normal Brainstorming

• Lotus Blossom

• Reverse Brainstorming

BRAINSTORMING

• Ideas Box

• SCAMPER

• Thinking with Metaphors

FORCING

CONNECTIONS

• Exquisite Corpse

• Bouncing Ideas

• Storyboarding

COLLABORATION

• Alternative Questions

• Varied Sources

• Alternate Approaches

CONSIDERING

ALTERNATIVES

• Free Writing

• Thinking Outside the Box

• Hypothetical Thinking

IMAGINATION

& INSPIRATION

Effective

Learning

• Organising Data

• Presenting Data

• Flow Charts

INFORMATION

MODELLING

• Memory techniques

• Learning Styles

• Identifying Ideologies

METACOGNITION

• Describing

• Justifying 

• Reasoning

EXPLANATION

• Arrangement

• Texture

• Colour
• Depth
• Light
• Line
• Interpretation

• Shape & Size

• Mood

VISUAL LITERACY

~ ATCDLLISM

• Effective Highlighting

• Interpreting the Main Ideas

• Identifying the Answer

IDEAS & 

ANSWERS

Problem-Solving

Strategies

• Looking for Patterns

• Problem Solving Triangle

• Defining Problems

IDENTIFYING

• Act It Out

• Elimination

• Lateral Thinking

• Trial & Error

• Working Backwards

EXPLORING

• Divide & Conquer

• Six Thinking Hats

ORGANISING

INFORMATION

& IDEAS

ID
EAS & COHESIO

N
W H A T  I S  A

F O C U S  E L E M E N T ?

There are 7 Focus Elements under the 
umbrella of Ideas & Cohesion for Year 7.

FEL0702  Comparing and discussing the 
different ways in which aspects of narratives can 
be combined (such as setting and characters) for 
different effects and aims.

FEL0703  Comparing texts in terms of structure, 
language choices, intended audience and 
influence.

FEL0705  Comprehending and critiquing 
information and ideas from multiple different 
sources.

FEL0711  Editing texts to ensure correct 
grammar and spelling, as well as to improve 
clarity, impact, persuasiveness, coherence and 
meaning.

FEL0733  Understanding that structures of texts 
and guiding features, such as topic sentences and 
overviews, are used to create more cohesive and 
coherent texts.

FEL0741  Using stylistic features or aspects from 
familiar texts (such as narrative structure or a 
pre-existing character) to create original texts.

FEL0750  Creating, editing, publishing written 
and multimodal texts that incorporate a range of 
software.

For the fully mapped Focus Elements visit:  www.mightyminds.com.au/F

Focus Elements (or teaching elements) for each year 
level have been informed by the Australian 
Curriculum Content Descriptions, current test 
structures and skill gaps identified through diagnostic 
testing and data analysis completed by Mighty Minds. 
The Focus Elements are mapped to all relevant 
Fundamental Skills. Here is an example:
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Exercises
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1 Being able to understand modality is essential for your comprehension of all types of texts 

imaginable, from novels to poetry to economic reports! Effective communication of the 

likelihood of events and the judgements being made about them is a cornerstone of 

writing, so familiarising yourself with modality does wonders for your writing and 

comprehension!

Rank the following words by numbering them from 1 (highest modality) to 5 (lowest modality): 

will, can, probably, might, should.

Consider:

Consolidate:

Look for words in the text such as must, should, 

could and might. 

Words with high or strong modality, such as likely 

and will, indicate that something is very likely to 

occur. 
Words with low or weak modality, such as unlikely 

and possibly, indicate that something is very unlikely to occur.

Modality is not just high or low – think of it as a scale (such as very unlikely, unlikely, possibly,  likely, 

very likely). 

Recognising the three main types of modality: certainty (e.g. will and must), probability (e.g. 

Answer: 

1.Will
2. Should

3. Probably

4. Can 
5. Might

Recognising and discussing examples of 

high and low modality in texts, as well as 

different types of modality (certainty, 

FOCUS ELEMENT 1

Below is a transcript of a conversation between two friends. Highlight any words which 

help you determine a statement’s type of modality. 

1
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M
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TIC AL MOOD

“I still can’t believe Ian turned down an offer to be in the local 

newspaper – he should have taken it!” Logan exclaimed, stupefied. 

His bewilderment was met only with a shrug by Jacinta. “You know 

Ian. He’s uncomfortable with strangers and attention; it’s pretty 

unlikely that he’d say yes to being interviewed or anything.”

Logan sighed. “I know, but he will have to get comfortable with it 

eventually. He could at least try getting out of his comfort zone.”

Jacinta quirked an eyebrow. “You think he should start with 

something like that? Pressuring him is unlikely to do anything but 

make things worse.”
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1

Which type of character is presented in the example below? Circle the correct answer. 

 “Oh hello, Dad!”, said Jan. “We’ve been looking all over for you, and here you are!”

   Sad  Angry  Excited

Consider:

Consolidate:

If this character were real, how would they speak?

What types of words would they choose, and how would 

they say them?

You can change your sentence structure to best bring out 

this character. 

An excited character might talk with long, fast moving 

A polite character might use complicated vocabulary, to come across as more eloquent. 

Answer:
The correct answer is excited. 

 

Using ways of speaking, such as accents 

characters. 

FOCUS ELEMENT 1

S E
N

TE
N

CE STRUCTURE

Many forms of writing rely on creating vivid imagery, in order to form a believable and 

quality piece. This same idea extends to characters in which development of personality 

and demeanour relies on how the author portrays the character’s way of speaking. It is 

important that the reader can easily interpret the character as the author intended.

The following sentences are constructed in order to portray the character in a certain 

manner. Link the relevant sentence number to the letter that most accurately describes 

the character based on this sentence.1
Happya

Angryb

Frustratedc

Tiredd

Sade

Determinedf

Activities

The correct grouping of phrases and clauses.

them from other characters and the author.

“I’m feeling pretty blue,” said Dave. “I really 

don’t want to talk about it.1

“Seriously, put a cork in it!”,  yelled Marvin.
2

“You’ve got to be pulling my leg!”,  joked 

Helen.3

Julius sighed, “I’ve been keeping an eye on 

him ALL day.”4

“Can we call it a day?”, asked Daisy. “I’m 

ready to hit the sack.”5

“I’m going to buckle down and finish this! 

This means business!”6
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If the formula for finding the area of a rectangle is length × width, how would you represent this 

using pronumerals?

Consider:

Consolidate:

Do you know what the pronumeral stands for?The same pronumeral isn’t always used for the same 
number
Do you have to find the number that the pronumeral 
stands for given other values?How could you use pronumerals to simplify a math 

Answer:
Area of a triangle = length × width A = L × W

 

Introducing variables and pronumerals.

FOCUS ELEMENT 1

A
LG

EB

RA &  FUNCTI ON

Sometimes, the same equations appear again, and again and again – but with minor 

variations in the numbers. In these cases, it’s generally a useful thing to mark a number as 

what it means, rather than what it is. This way, you don’t have to find the same equation 

every time the numbers change a little! Here we use a letter, known as a pronumeral, 

instead of a number so that we can put the number in later. If we use any sort of symbol to 

represent a number, it is known as a variable.

A pronumeral is a type of variable, but it’s a letter instead of any other symbol.

Identify the pronumerals in the following equations:

1

Speed = Distance ÷ Time
a

E = Mass × c²b

Acceleration = Velocity ÷ t
c

Faces – Edges + V = 2
d

a² + b² = Hypotenuse²
e

Force = 6.67 × m × M ÷ (1011 × Distance²)

f

x² – Parameter × y² =1
g

Activities

another.

Focus Elements
can be found in our 

FUNDAMENTAL CARDS

Focus Elements are 
also used in our 

LESSONS

Focus Elements are 
mapped to any 

TEST QUESTIONS

Mighty Minds can assign the appropriate Focus Elements 
to any test items and then analyse this data.

FUNDAMENTAL SKILL
FS15 IDEAS & COHESION
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U N D E R S T A N D I N G

Create Your Own Test (CYOT)
WHAT 
IS IT ?

CYOT is an online testing system designed for the 
pre and post-testing of a student’s 

understanding of the literacy and numeracy 
Focus Elements in a unit of work.

WHY DO WE NEED IT? 
Schools are always planning and reflecting on the most effective and 
cost-efficient (in terms of time and money) method to help improve individual 
student results in literacy and numeracy. Diagnostic NAPLAN equivalent testing 
is only the first step to achieving significant improvement. This testing identifies 
gaps and creates an improvement agenda around a bolt-on program. The Mighty 
Minds online testing system provides a style of diagnosis and reporting that 
allows EVERY unit of work to be tracked via the Focus Elements through a series 
of pre and post-testing with comparative reports. Our system makes the core 
business of classroom teaching the main focus for improvement.

Mighty Minds has created this system by reviewing the National Curriculum for 
English and Mathematics (for Years 6 to 10 inclusive). We have then developed 
and defined the Focus Elements (teaching elements) for each year level. These 
are then mapped to the 36 Fundamental Skills and 18 Higher Order Thinking 
Skills that we have identified. To see this extensive mapping process, please use 
the following link:

www.mightyminds.com.au/F

. PLAN YOUR UNIT OF WORK 
. DETERMINE THE FOCUS ELEMENTS TO BE COVERED 
. CREATE YOUR OWN TEST 
. TEST YOUR STUDENTS 
. USE THE RESULTS TO ADJUST YOUR PLANNING
. TEACH THE UNIT 
. RETEST 
. RUN THE REPORTS TO SHOW THE AREAS OF GAIN

HOW DO WE 
USE IT?

5



With our new online system we now offer an option that:

• REQUIRES NO PHOTOCOPYING

• IS ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY 

• IS COST-EFFECTIVE 

• PROVIDES INSTANT RESULTS

• IS HIGHLY PERSONALISED 

This year alone, Mighty Minds provided COMPREHENSIVE REPORTING to more than 300 000 test 
papers, making us the INDUSTRY LEADER in testing and reporting. Upon analysis of the NATIONAL 
CURRICULUM with regards to ENGLISH and MATHEMATICS, Mighty Minds has categorised 36 
FUNDAMENTAL SKILLS and 379 associated Focus Elements from Years 7 to 9. 

Our testing and analysis stands out from the numerous companies offering NAPLAN 
equivalent testing online because of our unique ability to track individual Focus Elements for 
each student. We can ANALYSE ANY TEST PAPER from any source and classify each question 
according to our Focus Elements. Our aim is to ELIMINATE ANY GAPS in students’ learning. We 
are committed to comprehensively tracking the skills and needs of each student, identifying 
their weaknesses and advancing their skill sets as an ongoing process throughout their 
schooling.

WHAT ARE THE
BENEFITS?

. POINT OF ENTRY – Each student’s prior knowledge and 
understanding is explicitly measured and captured before 
the commencement of the unit of work.

. YOU DESIGN THE TEST – Each teacher can select the 
specific Focus Elements they wish to cover during the unit 
of work. Testing can be tailored by your teachers to the 
level and abilities of each of their classes.

. PERSONALISED REVISION – Students have immediate 
access to revision material that targets their individual 
areas of concern from their pre-test results.

. ONLINE AND IN THE CLOUD – Each short-cycle Focus Element test 
usually takes around 15 to 30 minutes (allow 1 minute per test item) to 
complete online via our portal, so they can be completed in class or as a 
homework activity.

. COST AND TIME EFFECTIVE – CYOT does not require photocopying or 
class time to be used during testing. Results are available in real time, 
which negates the need for long marking turnaround periods.

• INSTANT COMPREHENSIVE FEEDBACK
• DETAILED EXPLANATIONS OF ANY QUESTION THAT WAS 

ANSWERED INCORRECTLY 
• PERSONALISED REVISION IN A FULL-COLOUR PDF DOWNLOAD

EVERY STUDENT RECEIVES: 
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STAGE III

NAP Mate®

The NAP Mate® Fundamental Skills Stage III Compendium 
is a new, highly innovative and exciting initiative from 

Mighty Minds that targets the essential skills for students in 
Years 7, 8 and 9. It consists of an extremely well considered 

system of cards that are aligned to the Australian 
Curriculum and allow each student to work independently 

on the focus elements of each fundamental skill, 
encompassed within their learning. 

The cards include clear, simple explanations of the skills 
and elements with self-paced tutorial/activity designed to 

take 10-20 minutes. A series of critical and creative 
problem-solving activities provide challenging engagement 

for all students. Each box includes of 400 cards (with 
answers), a teacher book and two posters.

This resource not only complements the Personalised 
Improvement Plans (PIP) for students but also provides a 
comprehensive guide for teachers to effectively develop 

their students’ 36 Fundamental Skills for Literacy and 
Numeracy plus the 18 Higher Order Thinking Skills.

The Compendium affords the opportunity for teachers to 
maximise effective classroom learning time and thus 

student outcomes. Due to its focus on independent and 
group learning, it is also admirably suited to after-school 

homework clubs, boarders and as a resource for substitute 
teachers.

To place an order, visit:
www.mightyminds.com.au/in-focus

NAP Mate®
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What structural features of the following extract indicate the genre? Focus on characteristics (such as tense) to justify 
your answer, not the actual content of the passage.

After the completion of the experiments, all of the results were collected 
and tabulated. The aim of this was to ensure that connections between 
data could be recognised quickly. Next, an analysis of these results was 
performed by two investigators. 

Consider:

Consolidate:

Does first, second or third person suit this style of writing?
Does passive voice (“The ball was thrown by the boy”) 
or active voice (“The boy threw the ball”) suit this text better?
Which tense is the logical choice?
What language should be used? 
Should a particular structure be used to construct the text? 

Answer: 
This text is likely to be part of the academic writing genre, more 
specifically a scientific report. This is clear because passive voice has been 
used extensively and the language is clear and accurate, but not 
particularly emotive or persuasive. The sentence structure is also quite 
simple and succinct, avoiding any literary techniques or figurative 
language that may distract from the information being provided. 

In your workbook, list the tense that is being used in each of the following sentences.1

G
R

A
M

M

ATICAL MOOD
Recognising and using 

appropriate genre, language 
and structural features to 

construct texts.

FOCUS ELEMENT 5The different moods verbs can take: infinitive, subjunctive, 
imperative and indicative.

Creating texts using appropriate person, voice, tense and word 
choices. 
 

One day, he’d finish school and then go on to be a star.b

The sky is red outside, possibly the first evidence of a bush fire. c

The boy jumped over the fence, earnestly hurrying through the valley to get to 
the fair.

a

Genre, language and structural features are very important elements of an effective text. 
You should be able to recognise these elements to better understand the author’s 
intention. Using these elements within your own writing is very important too, as it creates 
a higher standard of writing. 

NAPMate® is a registered trademark of Mighty Minds Educational Systems Pty Ltd. © Mighty Minds Educational Systems Pty Ltd 2015. All rights reserved.
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Activities

Genre:
The style of writing. Also known as text 
types, genres are always developing and a 
piece of text can contain more than one 
genre.  
For example: informative text, 
imaginative text and persuasive text

10
2

102
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1
Which type of character is presented in the example below? Are they sad, angry or excited?

“Oh hello, Dad!” said Jan with a grin. “We’ve been looking all over for you and here you are!”

Consider:

Consolidate:

If this character were real, how would they speak?
What types of words would they choose, and how would they say them?
You can change your sentence structure to best bring out this character. 
An excited character might talk with long, fast moving sentences and lots of exclamation marks, while a 
sad or serious character might give very short, abrupt answers. 
A polite character might use complicated vocabulary, to come across as more eloquent. 

Answer: Excited. 

 

SE
N

TE
NCE STRUCTURE

Many genres of writing use vivid imagery to make a text more believable. Similarly, authors 
must creatively alter dialogue to develop the personality of their characters. It is important that 
the reader can easily interpret the character as the author intended.

The following sentences are constructed in order to portray a certain emotion. Match the 
sentence to the relevant emotion by writing the emotion in your workbook next to the 
number of the sentence that it matches. 

1

Happy
i

Angry
ii

Frustrated
iii

Tired
iv

Sad
v

Determined
vi

“I’m feeling pretty blue,” said Dave. “I really 
don’t want to talk about it.

a

“Seriously, put a cork in it!” yelled Marvin.b

“I’m going to buckle down and finish this!”f

“You’ve got to be pulling my leg!” joked Helen.c

Julius sighed, “I’ve been keeping an eye on him 
ALL day.”

d

“Can we call it a day?” asked Daisy. “I’m ready to 
hit the hay.”

e

Using ways of speaking, such as 
accents and idioms, to build 

identities in texts and present 
authentic, believable 

characters. 

FOCUS ELEMENT 1The correct grouping of phrases and clauses.

Giving the characters on the page a voice by using idioms and 
other phrases that distinguish them from other characters and the 
author.

SENTENCE EMOTION

201NAPMate® is a registered trademark of Mighty Minds Educational Systems Pty Ltd. © Mighty Minds Educational Systems Pty Ltd 2015. All rights reserved.
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Activities
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Identify the pronumeral in the following equation, 
then solve it to find out what the pronumeral equals!

4𝑥 = 20
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Consider:

Consolidate:

Rearrange an equation to work out the pronumeral within it!
Many equations use pronumerals to represent some unknown values – sometimes you might be given 
them and need to put them in yourself!

Answer:
The pronumeral is 𝑥. To solve for 𝑥 → 𝑥 =  20/4 = 5. Therefore 𝑥 = 5 
The equation was rearranged to find the value of 𝑥. As 4 multiplied by x equalled 20, 20 
needed to be divided by 4 to leave 𝑥 by itself. In doing this, we found that 𝑥 = 5. To check if 
this is correct, 5 could be substituted into the original equation in place of 𝑥 → 4 x 5 = 20

A
LG

EB
RA &  FUNCTION

Sometimes, the same equations can appear again, and again, and again – but with minor 
variations in the numbers. In these cases, it’s generally useful to mark a number as what it 
means, rather than what it is. This way, you don’t have to find the same equation every 
time the numbers change a little! Here we use a letter, known as a pronumeral, instead of a 
number so that we can put the number in later. If we use any sort of symbol to represent a 
number (variable), it is known as a pronumeral.

Identify the pronumerals in the following equations:1

Speed = Distance ÷ Timea

E = Mass × c²b

Acceleration = Velocity ÷ tc

Faces – Edges + V = 2d

a² + b² = Hypotenuse²e

Force = 6.67 × m × M ÷ (1011 × Distance²)f

x² – Parameter × y² =1g

Introducing variables and 
pronumerals.

FOCUS ELEMENT 1The application of a mathematical instruction that converts 
one number to another.

Understanding the use of letters as a method of representing 
numbers.

001NAPMate® is a registered trademark of Mighty Minds Educational Systems Pty Ltd. © Mighty Minds Educational Systems Pty Ltd 2015. All rights reserved.
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Activities
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Recognising how punctuation is 
used to structure complex 

sentences that include phrases 
and embedded clauses for 

added meaning.

FOCUS ELEMENT 2The correct inclusion of various types of punctuation marks. 

Using punctuation correctly in complicated sentences.
Embedded clause:
Clauses that are essentially subordinate clauses, however, are embedded within 
another clauses. They are identified by a comma or bracket before and after the 
clause. 
For example: Bella, the girl with dark hair, sang a beautiful song. 
Independent clause: Bella sang a beautiful song
Embedded clause: the girl with dark hair 
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2 When you’re writing, you’re always told to vary your sentence length.  The only problem is, 

long sentences can become clumsy and confusing if they’re not punctuated correctly. Being 
able to identity phrases and embedded clauses and understanding how to punctuate them 
is vital in ensuring your work make sense! 

A phrase has been added to the following sentence, but the author has forgotten to add the commas to support it. Rewrite 
the following sentence and underline the embedded clause, adding commas where they are needed. 

Every time it rained in Toowoomba which was fairly often Sammy loved jumping in the puddles.

Consider:

Consolidate:

Using commas to structure phrases and clauses correctly in a sentence.
In most cases, a comma or brackets should come before and after the embedded clause. 
Example: The dog ran.

This is a independent sentence and makes sense by itself. 
Example: The dog, who loved splashing in the waves, ran.

Here, an embedded clause has been added (“who loved splashing in the waves”). 
To ensure that the sentence is grammatically correct, commas have been added before and after the embedded clause. 

Example: Panting wildly, the dog ran. 
The added phrase here is (panting wildly) 
A comma has been used to identify the phrase and the independent sentence.

Now, the sentence is more complex and includes extra information. Whenever you improve a sentence in this way, you 
must make sure that the grammar supports this extra complexity. 

Answer: Every time it rained in Toowoomba, which was fairly often, Sammy loved jumping in the puddles.

Some of the following complex sentences are not punctuated correctly. Identify which 
sentences are incorrect then add punctuation to correct them. 1

PU
N

CTUATION

Janet loved to watch the football with her daughter Jess especially home games.a

Tom often spent hours out in the garden he loved to watch the flowers.b

.:;!?.:;!?

Elkie and Jayde went shopping on the weekend and bought lipstick jewellery 
and clothes.

c

Today was the day Kayla thought to herself when things were going to 
change forever. 

d

18
6
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$23+GST

+ Postage
& Handling

Free combined online 
testing when a class set 

of 25 or more is 
purchased

10
Orienteering

Lessons

A Program
Designed For
YOUR School

650 Page Teacher eBook
(eBook free with class

sets of 25 or more)Excellent resource for 
moving students into 
the upper two bands

The Elements of
Creative Learning Student Workbook
(eBook version included in package or can be 
purchased separately for $14.95 plus GST)

Included in
this package is...

N N·E

S·E

N·W

S·W S

E

W

includes
student eBook
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WEEK 1
Word Types Julius Caesar & Roman Empire
Units of Measurement Roman Empire

Fundamental Skill Specific Subject

EXAMPLE TERM PROGRAM

WEEK 2
Direct & Indirect Speech Ancient Egypt
Shape  Ancient Egypt
WEEK 3
Sentence Structure Medici Family in Florence
Money  Renaissance Italy
WEEK 4
Possession Planets and Seasons
Algebra Orbit
WEEK 5
Tense  Igneous, Sedimentary & Metamorphic Rocks
Mass  Pollution
WEEK 6
Omission Erosion of Landforms
Symmetry & Transformation Australian Landscapes
WEEK 7
Punctuation Aztec Empire
Geometry Aztec Empire
WEEK 8
Spelling Vikings
Fractions & Decimals Vikings
WEEK 9
Paragraph Structure Cells
Operations Particles (Solids, Liquids & Gases) 
WEEK 10  Term Revision

Literacy

Numeracy

History

Science

Geography

Cost: $23+GST

plus postage and 
handling

Elements of Creative Learning is an engaging workbook designed to provide students in 
Years 7, 8 and 9 with a comprehensive, yet fun learning experience. With fifty, 60 minute 

lessons, each containing a brainteaser, an effective learning tip, a common curriculum 
element activity, a fundamental skill activity and a problem solving activity, we are confident 

that there will be a high level of involvement by each student in the classroom.
 

Teachers are well supported by the inclusion of our Elements of Creative Learning Teacher 
eBook (eBook included free with class sets of 25 or more) . This contains over 650 pages of 

extra content, detailed answers, teaching strategies and extra resources, including 10 
orienteering lessons that challenge students to put their newly acquired skills and 

knowledge to the test. 

The Elements of Creative Learning package also comes with a free electronic copy plus a 
personalised program which, with the help of our free combined online testing, can be 

designed to meet both the needs of your school and your students.

To place an order, visit:
www.mightyminds.com.au/elements-of-creative-learning-78
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$14.95
+GST.

EBOOK

‘Smart Solutions for Problem 
Solving’ is an interactive 

student workbook for 
improving learning and problem 

solving skills in Literacy, 
Numeracy & Visual Literacy.

Written by Peter Westand Steven McCabeand Mighty Minds Educational Systems

- Electronic workbook for students.
- Over 250 Page Teacher eBook 

includes comprehensive answers. 
(free with class sets over 25 or 
more).

- We can design a program for your 
students.

- Linked to the 36 Fundamental 
Skills which are aligned to the 
National Curriculum.

- Mapped to the 18 Higher Order 
Thinking Skills.

- Relevant Focus Elements are 
clearly outlined.

- Excellent for moving students 
into the upper two bands.
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NAP MATE®

FUNDAMENTAL SKILLS
STAGE III

COMPENDIUM

IN FOCUS
A System For Improving Targeted Skills

CLASS IMPROVEMENT
PLAN FOR EACH 

CLASSROOM TEACHER

H.O.D. IMPROVEMENT
PLAN FOR CURRICULUM 

COORDINATORS

PERSONALISED 
IMPROVEMENT

PLAN FOR 
EACH STUDENT

FUNDAMENTAL 
& HIGHER ORDER 

THINKING SKILL SET

*GENERATES 
PERSONALISED 

REVISION

CREATE YOUR 
OWN TEST* (CYOT) 
– FOCUS ELEMENT 

TRACKING

2

3

4

5

6

1

LESSONS ELEMENTS OF 
CREATIVE 
LEARNING

SMART 
SOLUTIONS 

FOR PROBLEM 
SOLVING

Written by Peter West
and Steven McCabe

and Mighty Minds Educational Systems

SUMMARY

11

POSTERS
We have a catelogue of 

posters to visually support 
your effective teaching.

Contact Mighty Minds for 
more information.



COSTS & OPTIONS
Mighty Minds offers a FREE TRIAL for short-cycle testing in Literacy and/or Numeracy. 
For more information, please contact the office on (07) 5789 1086.1

2 Cost per subject, per term, per student is $6 plus GST. This includes up to four cycles 
of pre/post testing with each test containing up to 24 test items (additional items cost 
20c per item).

4 An annual subscription per student for one subject is $22 (plus GST), and for two 
subjects the cost is $36 (plus GST). This price is inclusive of all the above elements for 
four terms. Literacy includes Language Conventions, Reading, and Persuasive/ 
Narrative Writing Testing. Numeracy includes calculator and non-calculator testing.

5 Purchase a set of Fun Cards (NAP Mate® Fundamental Skills Stage III Compendium) for 
$895 (plus GST) and receive free online testing per class of 30, valued at over $360. 
For more information, visit: www.mightyminds.com.au/in-focus

Tests included:
a) Language Conventions
b) Reading
c) Calculator
d) Non-calculator
e) Personalised improvement plan for each student that indicates clearly the 

Fundamental Skills/ Fun Cards they need to be focusing on.
f) Classroom Teacher Improvement Plan – Indicates clearly to the teacher the 

strengths and weaknesses of their students.

3 Our special for term 4, 2015, or term 1, 2016, is $14 per student, plus GST and we 
offer all of the following:

• Up to four cycles of pre/post-testing with each test containing up to 24 test items 
for both Literacy and Numeracy.

• Online testing using the Mighty Minds National Skills Tests for:

a) Language Conventions
b) Reading
c) Calculator
d) Non-calculator
e) Persuasive/Narrative Writing 

With our unique online platform, your students can complete as many 
persuasive and narrative essays online using a variety of possible stimuli. 
We can then train your staff to professionally mark your students’ work and, 
in just a few clicks, each student will have access to a comprehensive, 
individual report. To see more about our unique online writing assessment 
system visit: 
www.mightyminds.com.au/assets/Uploads/Flyers/Writing-Task-Online-Testing.pdf

For more details contact
director@mightyminds.com.au

or call
(07) 5689 1086 www.mightyminds.com.au
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